The School

A game for two to six players, inspired by the 1980s YA novel _The Girl Who Owned A City_ by O.T. Nelson 

[Text outside of square brackets is conceived as user-facing text, although all this text is of course mutable.]

Premise

A virus has wiped out everyone on Earth who has gone through puberty, leaving only children, fairly few of them over the age of ten. The virus itself is no longer a real concern (characters are free to hit puberty without fear of death), but the struggles for the survivors are clear. The game is set in a junior high school building in which 40 or so children have gathered. There is enough for everyone to eat for the near term; weather is still clement enough for people to sleep without lighting fires or freezing, and the library is well-stocked. Basic defenses are in place, with guards posted regularly. Electricity isn't a thing, but there is some fuel, mostly wood.

The point of saying all this isn't to throw the spotlight on technical details of post-apocalyptic life - quite the contrary. First and foremost, The School should be played as though there is real hope and the assembled survivors feel that hope. If this means fudging some details, do it. An instinct toward realism about all aspects of societal collapse will be better served by another game.

To Play

You will need some pencils and paper, two six-sided dice, and one twenty-sided die.

Each player chooses a character seed from the list. [You don't get to decide who you are when a crisis starts, but once it starts, your capacity for your decisions to affect your character goes up.] If you have an even number of players, choose equal numbers of male and female characters. It should be assumed, per the above, that there are many more kids at the school than just the PCs.

[One character seed is designated as the current leader.]

Write character details onto an index card. Secretly roll a d20 and write the result on the back of the card.

Note: any observed patterns in statistical differences between male and female characters reflect acculturation already done to girls and boys in Western societies, not any "innate qualities." Watch for these numbers in particular to change in play.

Play of The School goes in scenes. Either roll from the list, or the group can choose. If a scene comes up a second time before all the scenes can be used, each player either ticks up their Tired or makes a Loyal check. (You might choose to do this as a group because it's just logically inescapable for a certain kind of thing to happen next, or because you actually want the added risk of conflict and the drama that comes with it. Don't be afraid to revisit scene types!)

[I don’t have much for a list of scene types. Lots of councils, lots of room for kids getting impetuously sick of councils, and a few excursions and emergencies.]

It will often be appropriate for the group to decide what scene to do next, in character. This means the current leader PC makes a proposal and other characters may quibble, acquiesce, or be straight-out hostile. Resolve any arguments longer than about 30 seconds of real time with a roll.

There is no GM. Conflict is intended to be between PCs for the most part. In challenges such as harvesting resources from outside or dealing with threats, the players are opposed by the system. [If things are easier or harder than normal, it's due to chance, or because a PC took action to make it that way.]

[For the business of having councils as well as everything else, some PbtA-style Moves would be appropriate. My best theory for those has been to look at Umberto Eco’s “Eternal Fascism: Fourteen Ways of Looking at a Blackshirt” and then make moves that reward the opposite. Something more incisive that that, though, is probably available.]

Violence

When something violent happens, or your own character takes violent action, roll a d20. This is for a kind of psychic damage. In council, it can be verbal violence but has to be legit abusive. (It's abusive if any one player believes it is.) Tracking damage proceeds as normal. Note that some forms of damage can lead to increased weakness to some kinds of attacks - your character's trigger gets easier to hit, a hit does more damage, or both.

If you rolled a 1 or a 20 for the number on the back of your character card, you do not need to make these psychic damage checks.

Roll a d20 when someone gets hit. Depending on the kind of hit, you can end up Disabled, or more likely Daunted or Disoriented. You miiiiight end up Damaged, which means you'll need first aid later but are not so much feeling it in the moment.

A very few kinds of hit can leave you Dead on a 1. The group can play a no-death game if they want, but it does take something out of the experience (but not something strictly necessary). If your character dies, you can immediately start playing another kid who's on the scene, with the starting stats of any character, but roll their reaction first. Death ends most forms of forward action; we're talking about kids here. We're talking about traumatized kids, though, so a basic violence-response roll might do it. 

The group can also opt out of PCs using violence entirely, but that *does* take something necessary out of the experience, so you'll need this patch: once per hour of gameplay, in real time, roll 1d6. On an odd number, tick up your Tired by 1.







